
EDITORIAL
London, July 1951

FESTIVAL YEAR

'England is a right merry land, Qf all on earth it is
the best,

Y-set in the end of the world, as here all in the west,
The sea goeth it all about, it standeth right as an

isle.'

How do these words of Robert of Gloucester
stand after 600 years?
Looling back over the five years since the

surrender of Japan, the words 'right merry'
would scarcely be applied to this or, indeed, to
any part of the globe. World wars cause too great
an upheaval. Even the care-free South Sea
Islander has his markets upset or his cargo trans-
port difficulties in times of shipping strikes. The
dealer in surplus war equipment has no doubt
made hay but his sun is now almost certainly
veiled by clouds of inspectors and of inland revenue
officers, whilst the spiv finds himself sadly sur-
rounded by regulations and controls of all sorts.
We hardly expected halcyon days, but where is
this present trouble and turmoil leading us?

In domestic matters the South Bank Exhibition
g6es a long way to answer this question. Nobody
can fail to be enthralled by many of the exhibits.
All ages and tastes are catered for. Can any
youngster resist the joys of a working petrol
engine with perspex sides, or of a model shipyard?
For those of riper years, if one fails to rise to the
heights of the history of the telescope or to the
details of modern polar exploration, few can resist
watching an expert glass-blower, with his odd
assortment of tools and his miniature furnace,
blowing, turning and finishing a handsome brandy
glass. The average visitor's spoken reaction to
this supreme craftsmanship appears to be,' Thirsty
work, mate.' One could detect in it, however,
more than a note of envy as the visitor lingered
on, making it difficult for newcomers to get near.
Opposite is the latest marvel in toffee-wrapping
machines. Under the control of a single, yawning
operative whose only obvious function is to keep

machine supplied with toffees, it
performs wonders. For the visitor, a brief glance
takes in all the visible details; the crowd is gone.
The tedium reminds many of them too much of
their own work.

If mechanics are not to your liking, you cannot
fail to be interested in the collections of flora and
fauna from various parts of the country, in
examples of different types of British basket-
making or in the mechanical milking of cows,
done on the spot. For sixpence you buy half a
pint of their milk, after it has been away for
pasteurization; but almost one-third of your
money, you learn, goes to pay for the neat little
carton which is thereafter thrown away. Such
is the price of cleanliness.

Elsewhere we are shown the infinite variety of
the British contribution to discovery of all kinds,
in exploration, science, agriculture, archaeology,
pest-control, communications, to mention only
a few. All are displayed in interesting and novel
fashion, in buildings whose design and construc-
tion are a constant source of wonder. On a more
mundane level, every visitor who has wielded a
cricket bat will be interested to see the earliest
known bat extant, and will understand the need
for large quantities of the brewer's best required
by his predecessors. He will be able to satisfy him-
self in this direction in excellent surroundings, but
unfortunately only on a diluted and inferior fluid.

In the ' New Schools' Pavilion is a fascinating
display of the equipment and environment devised
for the modem school-child. Starting in the
nursery school-what a change from the kinder-
garten of one's memory-to the primary and finally
to the secondary school, where children are given
a chance to specialize according to their bent.
One feels that here, in this paramount duty, above
all our performance has fallen painfully short of
our desire. How can we still allow over-crowded
classes, when we know so much about bringing up
tomorrow's citizens in the way they should go?

In the Health Pavilion are illustrated many of
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the advances of medical science and the means by
which the people of this country obtain the
medical care ' to which they are entitled.' For the
lay public some of the exhibits are gruesome, for
instance photographs of severe burns, of the defor-
mities resulting from them and of certain types of
plastic surgery; but the models showing how such
burns are caused, as by a woman's skirt catching
fire from an open coal fire whilst she dusts the
mantelshelf, cannot be too highly commended and
might well be given greater prominence. The high
traditions of British nursing since the days of
Florence Nightingale receive due praise, but one
feels that the campaign for the enrolment of more
nurses has been directed hardly with enthusiasm,

certainly not with the genius it so urgently re-
quires. Are not many of our precious hospital
beds closed for lack of staff?
One comes away from the South Bank greatly

stimulated by example, reminded at every turn of
our heritage and of the achievements of our
countrymen. Is this generation to be content
with blueprints, to be satisfied that its best shall
always be 'for export only'? We fancy an
answer from Pygmalion to be apt.

Seeking Robert of Gloucester's ' right merry
land,' perhaps we should have directed our steps
to the Fun Fair. One hundred thousand citizens
went there on its first fine Saturday. They would
be willing to make it so, at least temporarily.

The Histo,y of Pharmacy Exhibition
' Most scientists, and I say this with some

knowledge, are rather ignorant people, or ignorant
of such things as are discussed in a common room
at Oxford.'

So stated Sir Howard Florey when opening the
History of Pharmacy Exhibition at the Wellcome
Research Institution, on May 8. Adding that the
cultural salvation of scientists probably lay in
such exhibits as were shown by the Wellcome
3Museums, he said: 'In the exhibition you are
going to see, you will find exhibits dating from
prehistoric times to the modern era, illustrating
various aspects of pharmacy and pharmaceutical
progress.'

Referring to the growing biological and medical
resources which we see today, he added: ' One
thing that stands out in the last 30 years is the
great number of substances which have been
introduced into pharmaceutical practice. Thirty
years ago there were very few potent drugs.' Sir
Howard mentioned that before the sulphonamides
were introduced into medicine, the haemolytic
streptococcus was a very dangerous thing. ' Quite
a number of pathologists were removed from this
world by means of streptococci they sometimes
contracted in post-mortems. A friend of mine
came very near such tragedy in the past, having
been infected with the streptococcus. Nothing
whatever could be done. But now, as you know,
we have the sulphonamides which are extremely

effective against the streptococcus, penicillin which
is in many ways better, and other drugs which are
also effective. So much so that there is little
interest in discovering drugs which have an in-
fluence on haemolytic streptococcal infections. As
a matter of fact, we have some drugs in Oxford,
discovered in the laboratory, which would have
been considered miraculous substances some 15
or 6 years ago. But I am certain that none ofthem
will ever be used in medical practice at all, such
is the advance of chemotherapy in this short time.'

Sir Howard spoke of the vast work on organic
compounds now being carried out in many
laboratories, and of the studies on hormones as
a result of facts provided by the pathologist and
biochemist. It was important to remember, he
said, that most of the large-scale discoveries and
investigations are being done by large firms both
in this country and the United States.

Mentioning that one of the exhibits contained
Gerard's Herball,' Sir Howard pointed out that

among the illustrations was the wallflower. ' If
you take any part of the wallflower, its stem, seed
or leaves, and grind them up, the liquid in which
they have been drowned is a very powerful anti-
bacterial. It is much more powerful than carbolic
and was certainly used in the Middle Ages and
possibly earlier as a poultice to apply to various
inflamed parts. There is some connection between
the herbalist and the type of pharmacy now being
done.'

(Continued on page 363)
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is associated with epidemics of infection, and
Group 2 usually with sporadic cases. As to the
ecology of these two types in relation to the
human infection, I am afraid I know nothing.

DR. COPE: What is the present position about
antitoxin?

DR. CROFTON: There was a trial, or survey,
carried out in England and Scotland in the
epidemic in I940. The mortality in cases treated
with serum plus sulphonamides was compared
with that for sulphonamides alone and serum
alone, and it was found that sulphonamides alone
were very much better, giving a lower mortality,
than when serum was used in addition. I do not
know why.

DR. HAYES: It might be a matter of localiza-
tion-due to the production by the antiserum of
pockets of infection inaccessible to the sul-
phonamides.

DR. CROFTON: I do not know, but the figures
were very-much better with sulphonamides alone.
They included all sorts of cases. It might be that
in an acute case serum is justified.

DR. HARRISON: Two points I think should be
made. One is that the combination of the ful-
minating septicaemia with an overt, recognizable
meningitis is most unusual, and that the vast
majority of cases die with no visible meningitis.
That has been my experience; this is the first case
of this syndrome I have ever seen with an obvious
meningitis; they have all died too early.

DR. FRASER: Are you sure of that? If you re-
gard neck rigidity as evidence of the presence of
meningitis, I wpuld say that it is quite common.

DR. HARRISON: I mean, of course, meningitis
recognizable with the naked eye in the post-
mortem room and with polymorphs in the C.S.F.
Another little point, if you puncture the petechiae
in the skin and make a thick blood film from the
smear you can almost invariably see the meningo-
cocci with gram stain. It only takes about two to
three minutes. I have never yet failed to bring
this off in the post-mortem room, but I have never
had an opportunity of trying it on the living!

DR. GARROW: Several points have arisen in
the discussion to which I would like to add. Cases
have been reported which recovered; one of these
later showed calcification of the adrenals on
X-ray. The condition is not confined to children
and young adults; one of Bank and McCartney's
cases for instance was a lady of 76 years. From
the point of view of treatment with glucose, I
know of one case investigated in that respect in
which there was no hypoglycaemia. And, finally,
the literature yields a vast list of organisms which
have been blamed, apart from the meningococcus
-pneumococci, staphylococci, haemolytic strepto-
cocci, Pfeiffer's bacilli, Haemophilus influenzae,
Neisseria flavi, Clostridium welchii and B. coli.
Perhaps in view of what Dr. Lennox and Dr.
Paterson have said we should add the dysentery
bacillus and the malarial parasite to that list.

(continuedfrom page 326)

Referring to pharmacy in its narrower aspect,
he said that the whole world of pharmacy, as seen
at the exhibition, was passing away. 'Penicillin,
which is naturally of particular interest to me, is
now packaged in elegant bottles and processed
entirely by machine. Hormones are delivered
beautifully packaged. In the future, pharmacy
as illustrated in this exhibition will be a thing of
the past.'

Dr. E. Ashworth Underwood, Director of the
Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, said that
in presenting the exhibition they had interpreted
the word pharmacy in liberal terms and conse-
quently a number of exhibits would be seen which
were connected with other sciences and with
other arts. He did not wish it to be thought,
however, that the exhibition dealt only with the
artistic point of view. Within the limited space
available they had tried to put the great classics
which had influenced therapeutics. A tremen-

dous amount of work was involved in the docu-
mentation and preparation of an exhibition and he
wished to pay tribute to the work of his colleagues
of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum.

Sir Howard Florey had been introduced by Mr.
H. E. Sier, chairman of the Wellcome Foundation
Ltd., who said that he was ' a very distinguished
worker in experimental pathology, and a man to
whose intuition and drive the world owes the
development of Sir Alexander Fleming's great
discovery, penicillin, the first antibiotic.'
The thanks of the Wellcome Foundation Ltd.

were extended to Sir Howard Florey and Dr.
Underwood by Dr. Charles Kellaway, Director-
in-Chief of Research of the Wellcome Foundation
Ltd. The guests included well-known historians
and distinguished members of the medical,
veterinary, pharmaceutical and dental professions.
The exhibition will be open to the public

throughout the period of the Festival of Britain.
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